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INTRODUCTION 
Our main purpose is to study noetherian rings satisfying a polynomial 
identity. Recall that a prime P.I. ring R has a central simple quotient ring 
RK where K is the quotient field of the center of R. The central integral 
closure of R is obtained by adjoining to R all elements of K which satisfy 
a manic polynomial with coefficients in R. If R is noetherian prime P.I. we 
show that being centrally integrally closed and (Krull) dimension 1 is 
equivalent to being a finite module over its center which is a Dedekind 
domain. In higher dimensions the center need not be noetherian but will 
still be a Krull domain. R need not be finite over its center but will be integral 
over it. Our present proof of the above results uses our Theorem 2, which 
asserts that if R is noetherian prime P.1. and Y E R, then the coefficients of the 
characteristic polynomial of Y are integral over R. We show that a prime P.I. 
ring with A.C.C. on centrally generated ideals, and finitely generated (as an 
algebra) over a central subring, has a finite central integral extension which 
is a finite module over its center. This allows us to deduce for instance, that 
a prime affine (i.e., f.g. over a field) P.I. ring has A.C.C. on centrally generated 
ideals iff it is right and left noetherian. As a final application we deduce that 
a noetherian affine P.I. ring is catenary. 
We add that “going up,” “lying over,” and “incomparability” are proved 
in Theorem 1 for integral extensions of PI. rings. I would like to thank 
Lance Small for his helpful suggestions concerning the exposition of this 
paper. 
1. SOME PRELIMINARY FACTS ABOUT P.I. RINGS 
We recall a few results about a prime P.I. ring R. It has a central simple 
quotient ring Q by Posner’s theorem, and Q = R K, where K is the center 
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of Q, indeed K is the quotient field of the center C of R. The last result is a 
consequence of central polynomials. A two sided ideal I of R (indeed any 
subring which is an order in Q) meets the center of R, since IK == Q [14]. 
R is contained in a finite free C-module [7]. If R is noetherian, then R is a 
finite C module iff C is noetherian (the implication 3 being due to [4]). 
2. PROPERTIES OF INTEGRAL EXTENSIOKS 
Recall that if R is a subring of S, S is said to be an cxtcnsion of 
R if 5’ : -m R SR where SR {s E S : I’S = SY, all Y E RI. One good reason for 
considering overrings of this type is that prime ideals of S contract to prime 
ideals of R. S is a central extension if S -~~ R . Center (S). S 1 R is integral 
over R if for every s E S, we have s’l J- rn. ,~‘~-i -+ ... + r0 -::- 0 or s” -!- 
ply n-1 -.- ‘.’ -t- yu = 0 for some ri E R. For example the central integral 
closure of a prime P.I. ring (as defined in the introduction) is a central 
extension. The following lemma shows that it is indeed an integral extension, 
and therefore the largest integral central extension of R in its quotient ring. 
LEMMA 1. Let the R-module M ::- & m,R be also an R[t] module, where 
t E Center R[t], m, E MR, and ann,I,lM --_ 0, then t is integral over R. 
Proof. We have tm, =: ~~==, mjrij , where rij f R for all i, j. Thus for each 
i :< n, Cy’lfij(t) mj =- 0, with fzi a manic polynomial in t of degree strictly 
greater than degfi,i if i +. j. This implies that 
0 = f&t) (f fii(t) mj - glfs(t) %jfidt) 
sj=l 
n-1 
= z (fdt)fidt) - fdt)fin(t)) mj . 
Letting fij(t) : fnn(t)fij(t) ~ fnj(t)fjj(t) we observe that f:%(t) is a manic 
polynomial in t and degf;Jt) > degfij(t) forj # i. Repeating this procedure 
we obtain m,g,(t) r_ 0 for some manic polynomial gl(t). After obtaining such 
a gi(t) for each m, , we see that g,(t)gp(t),...,g,(t) annihilates M and 
so is 0. (2.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If R C 7‘, t E Center (T) and t is integral over R, then ever? 
element of R[t] is integral over R. 
Next we extend the basic result of Krull on lifting primes, to apply to 
integral extensions of a P.I. ring (see [IO]). 
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THEOREM 1. If T is an integral extension of a ring R, satisf>fing a poly- 
nomial identity, then the following hold: 
1. Ij P C PO are prime ideals of R and Q is prime in T, with Q n T = P, 
then there is a prime ideal Q. 2 Q of T with Q, n R = P, (Going Up). 
2. Ij Q n R = Q’ n R for Q and Q’ primes of T, then Q e Q’ and 
Q’ $ Q. (Incomparability). 
3. For any prime P in R there is a prime Q in T with Q n R = P (Lying 
Over). 
Proof. Let Q’ C T be maximal (by Zorn) among ideals containing Q0 , 
such that Q’ n R C P,, . Q’ is obviously prime, and therefore so is Q’ n R 
(since T is an extension of R). Suppose Q’ n R 5: P,, . Then in the prime PI. 
ring R = R/(Q’ n R), we take a central element XE p,, z f 0 (obtained 
from the evaluation of a central polynomial for i7 on Too). Then we claim - 
zT n R !Z Ii, , where T = T/Q’. For if zt E i?, then since T is integral over R, 
t” + r,-ltTP-l + ... + ~a = 0, for some ri E R. Note that since T is an 
extension of R, Center R C Center T so (Z)” + f+,~(Xt)‘“-~ -+ ... + 5~~ = 0, 
i.e., (zt)” E P,, . Thus 3 n a is a nil ideal modulo p,, and is therefore 
contained in p0 (since R/P,, is prime P.I. and so does not admit nil ideals). 
Therefore (zT + Q) n R C PO, contradicting the maximality of Q, and thus 
proving 1. 
For 2 suppose Qi 2 Q2 are prime ideals of T and Q1 n R = Qz n R. Let 
f7 = R/&a n R C T = T/Qa . Take q E Qi , such that q is regular modulo Qa . 
We have p” + ~pz-~~~-i + ... + f0 = 0, ri E R, We may assume f0 + 0 
since q is regular; but then r0 EQ~ n R but ra q!Q2 n R. 
3 is an immediate consequence of 1, since we may take Q’ maximal (by 
Zorn) in T such that Q’ n R C P, and then apply going up to the primes of R, 
Q’nRCP. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY I. If either R OY T has classical Krull dimension then so does 
the other and dim R = dim T. 
Proof. Recall that in order to define dimension (possibly infinite) one 
defines .Y,,R to be the maximal primes of R and 
.Ya,R = (P E Spec R: P $ 90,R for /3 < a! and for all Q’ E Spec R, 
Q’ 2 P * Q E YB,R for some /3 < a}. 
The dimension if it exists is the first (Y such that Spec R = uBsor YB,R . 
We claim 9 a,T = {Q E Spec T: Q n R E pa,*}. We assume it is true for any 
p < cr. Then if Q E ga,r certainly Q n R 6 9’B,R some /I < 01. If P’ 3 Q n R, 
then we can take Q’ 3 Q, Q’ lying over P’, we have Q E gB,r for some ,B < a; 
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and thus by induction P’ = Q!’ n R E .Yti,R , so Q n R E Y,,, . On the other 
hand if Q E Spec T and Q n R E Ypa,R , then certainly Q $ Y6,r for b < 01, 
and so suppose Q’ 2 Q. We know by 2 Q’ n R 1 Q n R so that Q’ n R E 3B,R 
for /3 < CL and so Q’ E Yps,r, bv induction. This means 0 E 9 _ a,R . The final 
conclusion of the corollary is now clear. Q.E.D. 
The reader should be warned that “Going Up” fails miserably if we assume 
merely that T is an integral overring of R. One also has the following Propo- 
sition of which we shall make occasional use. Unlike the extension case the 
inclusion can be strict. 
PROPOSITION 1. If T is an integral overring of R then Jac T n R C Jac R, 
where Jac denotes the Jacobson radical. 
Proof. If i E Jac T n R, then t(l -j) mm. 1 for some t E 1’. But 
t’l + r,..p i- ..’ + r,, ~- 0, some Y, E R, and so 
t -= -(r,..l + r,,,& I - j) + ‘.. $ rg( 1 - j)” ‘) E R. 
QED. 
The next Proposition is a generalization of a result of Sirsov [13]. His 
theorem was for the case of a commutative ring R. 
PROPOSITION 2. If T :- R(x, ,..., x,,) is a j&itely generated extension of R 
(i.e., xi E TR) and T satis$es a m&linear identity of degree m, and if all mono- 
mials in x1 ,..., x, of degree 6’: (m/2)” are integral over R, then T is a jinite 
R module. 
Proof. We leave the extension of the argument when R is commutative 
in [I 2, p. 1.521 as an exercise for the reader. 
We next consider polynomial rings. \I:e wish to know that adjoining a 
central indeterminate leaves a ring centrally integrally closed. We would 
also like to be able to say this for a twisted polynomial ring. In that case it 
will be so if the original ring were commutative but need not be so otherwise. 
The first step in either case is to know that if R is prime P.I. with quotient 
ring Q, and we have fg ~1 is in the center of the quotient ring of R[x, o] (the 
twisted polynomial ring over R, with 0 an automorphism of R) then if fg~m’ 
is integral over R[x, 01, it should at least fall into Q[s, u]. It does. 
LEMMA 2. If S is a principal right ideal domain, it is centrally integrall?, 
closed. 
Remark. By [9] Q[x, ~1 is a principal right ideal domain. 
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Proof. If ab-l E Center Q’, where Q’ is the quotient ring of S, then 
ab-l = b-la. We know aS + bS = cS. We have (c-lb)-lccla = b-la, so we 
may assume US + bS = S, i.e., b-l = b-las, + s2 , s1 , s2 E S. Now if 
(ab-l)” = (ab-1)n-l r,A1 + ... + rO, then we also have (b-l)” =(b-%z)“(sJn + 
(bFa)+l t,_, + ... + t, , with ti E S. Substituting the former in the latter 
and multiplying through by b+l yields b-l E S. Q.E.D. 
We also have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. If R C T, x is a commutative indeterminate, f (x) E Center 
T[x], and f (x) is integral over R[x], then the coefficients of f(x) are integra2 
over R. 
Proof, As in the commutative case we pass to a ring T’2 T such that if 
f is monicf(x) = (x - &) ... (x - ,5,) where /Ii E Center T’. T’ is obtained 
by passing first to Tl = T[x]/(f(x)) (we have T n (f(x)) = 0 since 
deg (f(x) . t(x)) = deg f (x) + deg t(x) > 0.) In T, , f(x) = g(x)(x - aI) 
and we repeat. 
Now take any f (x) E Center T(x) such that g( f (x)) = 0 where g(y)ER[x][y] 
is manic, g(y) = y” + fv,L+ly”-l + ... + fO . We form g(y - x’) where 
r > deg fi , deg g, deg f. Then g(y - x’) = CLogi yi where g, is manic. 
Now f + xT is manic so by the first part of the proof, it factors into fli(x - OIJ, 
tii E Center T’. The 01~ are integral over R since gO(ai) = 0. By Lemma I the 
coefficients off are integral over R. Q.E.D. 
Remark. If R is commutative and we form R[x, 011, then f(x) E Center 
Q[x, IX] implies that the coefficients off(x) are central, as are the powers of x 
appearing in f. The above argument then applies. Thus combining it with 
the preceding Lemma we would have that R integrally closed implies R[x, a] 
is centrally integrally closed. 
EXAMPLE. Let 
R = k[xl (x”) 
(x2) 4x1 
where k is a field. R is centrally integrally closed, but if (T is the automorphism 
of R given by conjugation with X = (1 g), then R[y, u] is not centrally 
integrally closed. For Xy lies in the center of the quotient of R[y, 01, and 
(XY)” E NY, 01. 
3. NOETHERIAN P.I. RINGS 
The first result shows that the center of a centrally integrally closed prime 
P.I. ring R with A.C.C. on two sided ideals is a Krull ring. We then show that 
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in this case R is integral over its center. Indeed we show that the coefficients 
of the characteristic polynomial, of any element of A, are integral over R. 
We recall that a Krull domain is one in which localization at minimal 
primes yields a discrete rank 1 valuation ring, and it is a locally finite inter- 
section of these localizations. 
PROPOSITION 4. If R is prime, with A.C.C. on centrallygenerated ideals, and 
centrally integrally closed, then the center Z of R is a Krull domain. 
Before proving this we require a lemma about the set of zero divisors of 
Z/c2 called 2(Z/cZ). 
LEMMA 3. If R has A.C.C. on centrally generated ideals then S’(Z/cZ) : 
u~E1#i , where each Pi = annzxi + cZ/cZ, xi E Z, and the Pi are prime. 
Proof. W’e have Z/cZ C R/CR since CR n Z == cZ. Thus Z/cZ enjoys the 
maximum condition on annihilator ideals. 
Now proceed as in the usual commutative case to put any x E %(Z/cZ) 
into a maximal annihilator which is naturally prime. So a(ZjcZ) is a union 
of maximal annihilators say ann,(x; + cZjcZ), indeed it is the union of the 
finite number, corresponding to those xi required to generate xj xiR. 
Proof of Proposition. If / L 1s any height one prime of Z, and if c E/I, we 
have # C,Gj for some ,Gj as in the statement of the lemma. Let M ::: bjZfij . 
Then MplM = ZbJ , for otherwise MmlM _C M so that M-rMHfii $ MRb, 
implying Mm1 C RI, by Lemma 1. But xJcml E M-l and xjcm l $ Zfij Thus 
M is invertible and so Ztj is a D.V.R. That Z = n{Z,; : & is a maximal 
prime C 5E(Z/cZ), c E Z} 1s always true, and local finiteness follows from the 
fact that c E Z is contained in only finitely many minimal primes, namely 
the ki of the lemma. QED. 
Remark. Minimal prime ideals of the center always lift to prime ideals 
of R. Also if R has A.C.C. any prime p maximal in 2’(Z/cZ) lifts 
to R. For if 12 -= ann,(x + cZ/cZ), then take M cl R maximal such that 
M 2 ann,(x $ CR/CR) and M n Z =-~ /I. We can do this since 
ann,(x + CR/CR) CT Z = annz(x + cZ/cZ) --: /I. 
M is the required prime lying over /,. 
If f = C” lY,xp “. x;; is a polynomial in commuting indeterminates, 
one can construct (following Formanek in [6]) a polynomial pr = 
XV CL~,XVIY~XL’~Y~ “. 2V2=Y,,, where the S, Yi are noncommuting indeter- 
minates. If 6 = Ci,jc,n (xi - xj)” and g is symmetric in x1 ,..., x, , then 
Amitsur observed the following consequence of Formanek’s method. 
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LEMMA (Amitsur, [l]). If X is an n x n matrix over a jield zvith all its 
eigenvalues A, ,..., A, distinct, then for any matrices Yl ,..., Y, 
P!Ts(X Yl I*.*, Yn) = id& Ye.., hJP@, J-; ?..., J6), 
and P~(A, El,, Ez3 ,..., E,,) # 0 where Eij denotes the matrix with a 1 in 
the (i,j)th component. 
Proof. It suffices to check the lemma when X is diagonal since A-lXA 
is diagonal for some A. The functions are linear in the Yi’s so we need only 
check it with 1’; = Ejiki . IfgS(xr ,..., x,) = XV pyxyll . . . $7 
= g(hl ,...I An) 6(hjl j..., Xi,,) Ej,k;, 9.. Ej,k,, 
== g(A, ,...) &J P~(A-~XA Ej,k, , . . , Ej,,& 
Q.E.D. 
rhEoRm 2. If R is a prime P.I. ring with A.C.C. on centrally generated 
ideals, then the coeficients of the characteristic potvnomial of any element of R, 
are integral over R. 
Proof. If Y E R, let S(Y) denote the coefficient of the characteristic poly- 
nomial of Y, obtained by letting the elementary symmetric function S act on 
the eigenvalues of r. If s E R has all its eigenvalues distinct (obtainable by 
taking such an element in the central simple quotient ring of R and multi- 
plying by a central element so that if falls into R), then Y + ys has distinct 
eigenvalues, if y is a central indeterminate. To see this let z’ be another 
central indeterminate. The discriminant 6(vr + ys) = g(v) is a polynomial 
function of v (obtained by writing 6 as a polynomial function of the elemen- 
tary symmetric functions). We know g(0) # 0, so since C = Center (R) 
is infinite (otherwise our result is well known to be true), we have g(c-‘) # 0 
for some c E C. Thus c-lr + ys has distinct eigenvalues, and so does 
c(cp’r : ys) == Y + yes (and so does Y + ys). Let I be the ideal of R[y] 
generated by &,*(r + ys, x1 , .x2 ,..., x,), with xi E R[y], and m any natural 
number, then S(r+ys)ICI. For we have, S(r+ys) psm8(r+ys, xr,...,x,) -= 
p,m+& 1. ys, x1 ,..., x,). If 0 # h(y) is a central element of I, then, let 
h(y) =f (y)Y where f (y) E (2~1 and f (0) +O. NW (S(y +YW~(Y) E C[yl 
for any m, so (S(r))"lf (0) E C. But now ifx2, (S(r))if(O)R = ~~=,(S(r))~(O)R, 
then (S(r))k+lf(0)) = xF=, (S(r))i f(0) Y, , with the ri E R, i.e., 
S(Y)” :?I - (S(Y))P Y,; - ‘.’ - Y. = 0. QED. 
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COROLLARY I. If R is prime P.I., centrally integrally closed, and satisjies 
A.C.C. on centrally generated ideals, then R is integral over its center which is a 
Krull domain. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 4 and Theorem 2. 
We still have some information when R satisfies no noetherian condition: 
COROLLARY 2. If R is prime P.I., then the coefficients of the characteristic 
polynomial of any element of R are in the complete integral closure of the 
center of R. 
Proof. The proof of the corollary is contained in the proof of the theorem. 
Robson and Small proved in [13] a statement similar to 2 3 3 of the 
following theorem; namely they showed that if 2-sided ideals are projective 
then 3 holds. 
THEOREM 3. IfR isprime P.I. zuith A.C.C. on two sided ideals, thefollowing 
are equivalent: 
1. R is centrally integrally closed and has Krull dimension I. 
2. Centrally generated ideals are projective. 
3. R is a finite module over its center which is a Dedekind domain. 
Proof. 1 2 3. The center of R is a Krull domain by Proposition 4. But 
Corollary 1 says R is integral over its center. The going up theorem tells us 
that the center must be l-dimensional. But l-dimensional Krull domains 
are Dedekind domains. 
3 3 2. This is immediate since R is contained in a finite free module 
over its center 2 [7], and so R, is projective, since 2 is hereditary. If I = 
Cj”=, +R, with zj E 2, then I’ 1 Cy=r a& satisfies 1’ @ Y == Z@J. Tensoring 
with R, yields the result since I’ @ R, E I’R, =-= I.
2 2 I. The usual dual basis argument of the commutative case 
shows centrally generated ideals are invertible. If k is in the center of the 
quotient ring of R and k satisfies a manic polynomial of degree n with coef- 
ficients in R, then the ideal I = n{k-jR n R: j < n> satisfies RI C I. Thus 
k(I n 2) R 2 k(I n Z)R. Letting I, = (In Z)R, we have kR =- kI,I;’ L 
1J;’ = R, so R is centrally integrally closed. Suppose R (and hence Z) is 
not of dimension 1. Take ~2 2 b 2 0 primes in Z and M 2 P 2 0 primes 
lying over them in R (we have R integral over Z by the first part and Corollary 
1). If z E nl\/;, then we wish to show zi(R/P) :_ zi +l(R/P) for some i. This 
would be clearly a contradiction (since then 1 -= zr + p E M). The 
increasing sequence of ideals of R(ziR -k R)-lp, with p E +, must stop. iVhen 
it does, (ziR +/R)-l :- (zi+‘R t/R)-‘, so we have ziR + /‘R = 
&lR +/R as required. QED. 
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We can have l-dimensional noetherian prime P.I. rings which are not 
finite modules over their centers. For example if Kr , Kz CL are fields such 
that [L : Kr] < co, [L : K.J < CO, X is a commutative indeterminate, then 
( G[W + WXI XL[X] XJWI K,[Xl + XL[Xl 1 
is such a ring if [L: Kl n K.J = co. 
We also note that in [5] K. Fields gives examples of rings satisfying the 
above theorem, yet of arbitrary finite global dimension. 
We note the following ring R has Krull dimension 2, is right and left 
noetherian, prime, P.I., and is centrally integrally closed. It is not a finite 
module over its center. Let 4 be the 2-dimensional noetherian integrally 
closed domain constructed in [ll], with automorphism U, such that the ring 
ada := {a: a” = a} is not noetherian, and u2 = identity. 
Noether’s partial solution of Hilbert’s Fourteenth Problem says that the 
fixed ring of an affine domain (i.e., a commutative domain finitely generated 
over a field), under the action of a finite group of automorphisms, must be 
affine. W*e might thus expect to obtain better results when our noetherian 
prime P.I. ring is affine (i.e., finitely generated over a central subfield). We 
recall further that in [I 51 we showed that a l-dimensional prime affine 
P.I. ring was a finite module over its center. Here is an example of a 2-dimen- 
sional one which is not finite over its center, although as the next proposition 
shows, centrally integrally closed noetherian affine P.I. rings are finite modules 
over their centers. 
Let B, = Q[61/“][(2)1/2 + X, Y, (2)“zY] and B, = Q[611'][(3)112 + X, 
Y, (3)r/“Y]. The ring 
( 
Bl 
R '= YB, + (2)1/aYB, 
YB, + (2)1/"YB, 
i 
B2 
is the desired ring. For first note that 
YB, + (2)'P YB, = {fEQ[(2)1/3,(3)1q[XiY~:j 3 l]:f(X,O) = 0) 
= YB, + (3)'/' YB,. 
“C” is clear and “2” is because if k E Q[(2)1/2, (3)+] 
kXiYi = ((2)ljz + X)i Yi-%Y - (terms in xsYj with s < i) 
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so induction yields the equality. \\*e claim that B, n B, = Q[6i “1 -. I-IS, ~. 
(2)1i2YBl. “2” is clear, so take C~‘+Z~((~)‘/~+S)~+~ -= C~~,bj((3)i .‘“t~S)i 4~ 
where f, R E YB, + (2)]/? YB, , and ai , bi ~Q[6’1”], a, f 0. Setting I7 0, 
we see rrz :-: 71 and arL b,,, . If 12 =~ 0, everything is fine. Suppose n I, 
then equating the coefficients of s”-‘, n,?~(2)~/~ -t alL+r =:- b&3)“” L b,+, , 
i.e., (2)r:” ~ (3)“’ (0,-r - a,-,)/a,n tQ[61j2] a contradiction. it is clear 
that B, n H, is not noetherian and it is the center of R. R is noetherian since 
it is a finite right B, > B, module. It is clearly affine and 2-dimensional 
since B, and B, are. 
We also note that there are prime ideals Pr 2 P, in the above ring 
R such that P, n Center (R) --y P, n Center (R). For take Q, 
YB, ~+ (2)1:2 I’B, 5 Qr 5 B, with Qr a prime ideal. Then 
and both mime ideals intersect the center in the maximal ideal Q, L B, n B, 
We note further, that not only is the center B, n B, not noe- 
therian, but it fails to satisfy the principal ideal theorem. For the 
maximal ideal Q2 of B, n B, , satisfies (Qa),: C Y(B, n B,), yet 
Q, 2 (XQ[(2)l/“, (6)]19S, Y]) n B, n B, 2 0, 
so Qa is not a minimal prime. 
We have however that the central integral closure of a prime affine P.I. 
ring with A.C.C. on centrally generated ideals, is a finite module over its 
center. Thus normalization (i.e., integral closure) is a powerful tool for the 
study of these rings. 
PROPOSITION 5. If R = A{[, ,..., 8,: is a prime P.I. ring, finitely generated 
over a central subring 3, and if R satis$es A.C.C. on centrally generated ideals 
then, there is a jinite central extension R’ of R such that R’ is a finite module 
ouer its center. 
Proof. R satisfies a multilinear identity of degree nz. LVe form R’ by 
adjoining to R the coefficients of the characteristic polynomials of all mono- 
mials of -degree -< (m/2)” in E1 ,..., 5, . By Theorem 2 R’ is a finite module 
over R. By Proposition 2 [Sirsov] R’ is a finite module over the ring obtained 
by adjoining to A the above coefficients. (M.D. 
COROLLARY 1. If R is prime a&e, with A.C.C. on centra@ generated 
ideals then it is right and kft noetherian, if .-1 is noetherian. 
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Proof. Pass to R’ as above. R’ is right and left noetherian, so by Eisenbud’s 
generalization [4] of Eakins theorem, R is right and left noetherian. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2. If R is centrally integrally closed, noetherian, and jinitely 
generated over a central subring, then it is a jinite module over its center. 
COROLLARY 3. If R satisfies A.C.C. on 2-sided ideals and is finitely gen- 
erated over a central subring, then fly=, (J)” is nilpotent, where J =~= Jac(R). 
Remark. The example of Herstein (0” g ) where D denotes the localization 
of the integers at some prime, satisfies the hypothesis of the Corollary, and 
nL (J)” f 0. 
Proof. If P is any prime ideal of R then we claim nn J” C P. For if 
R’ 2 R/P as in the proposition 1 L Jac(R’), so /” C (Jac R’)” C (Jac(R,,,‘)p =: 
(N~R,,,‘)~ = 0 where NI is any maximal ideal of center R’. Thus Jw is contained 
in the prime radical and so is nilpotent. Q.E.D. 
We recall that Jategaonkar and Formanek generalized Eisenbud’s theorem 
to modules. Namely if R is a finite extension of a subring S (i.e., R = Cy a$‘, 
ai E SR) then noetherian R-modules are still noetherian when regarded as 
S-modules. 
COROLLARY 4. !f R = A{(, ,..., E,} is prime P.I. and satisfies A.C.C. on 
two-sided ideals then it is right and left noetherian. 
Proof. Pass to R’ as in the theorem, then R’ satisfies A.C.C. on two-sided 
ideals. R’ @ Z,R’Op is a finite extension of Z’(Z’ = Center R’) RX., ZR,oP is 
noetherian, and hence so is RL, . Thus R’ is right and left noetherian and 
therefore so is R. 
With what we now have available the following important fact is easy. 
PROPOSITION 6. The central integral closure of a prime noetherian a&e 
P.I. ring R is a$nite R-module. 
Proof. Pass to R’ as in the previous theorem. The center 2’ of R’ is now 
affine. The integral closure 2” is well known to be a finite module over Z’, 
and the central integral closure of R’ is just R’Z”. QED. 
Our final major result is the following theorem, which tells us in particular 
that noetherian affine P.I. rings are catenary i.e., all saturated chains of 
primes, between two given primes, have the same length. It also tells that all 
maximal primes have the same height, namely equal to the dimension of 
the ring. 
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‘I’HEOREM~ 4. If R is a prime a&e noethevian P.I. ring, and P is any prime 
ideal, then dim R := dim R/P + ht P. 
Proof It is enough to prove it when ht P --= I. Let R’ be the central 
integral closure of R, and P’ be a height I prime of R’ lying over P. Since 
dim R/P dim R’/P’, we need only check the theorem in this case. Let 
Z’ Center R’, then since Z’ is affine, it suffices to check that P’ n Z’ has 
height I; for we know dim R’jP’ = dim T/P’ n Z’ and we could novv 
apply the usual commutative result. Suppose P’ n Z’ == NI is not minimal. 
Localize to form R’,,, (i.e., R’Z,,,‘). Let R” denote a maximal integral extension 
of Z,,!’ C containing R’,, (exists by Zorn). Note that the center of R” is 
still C which is noetherian, so R” is a finite module over C. We want all the 
maximal ideals of R” to be not minimal. For if so, i\il< 2 Qi 3 0, Mi’s maximal 
and the Qi’s prime, then JjOi2,j,R,, (Qi n R’) C Jac R” n R’ C Jac R’ L P’ 
so without loss in generality Qr n R’ C P’. The inclusion is proper, so we 
need to show Q, n R’ is prime. If not then P’ is minimal over Q, n R’ 
v assumption) so (P’X)?) C 0, n R’ where 9 $Q, n R’. But take 
!?i P’ n C 0 n C (can do by ‘\, 1 ’ L %,so I%,) znP C Q1 n R’. Thus zllR”Xpi C ,O, 
contradicting the fact that Qr is prime. 
Thus we may assume some maxima1 idea1 M of R” is minimal. Take 
c E M n C and let rad CR ~== M n I- (there are other minima1 over primes 
since we can lift primes minima1 over CC). (MY)lf C CR” for some n. Let 
R”’ = {y t Q(R): q/J C R”, some tj. The above asserts R”’ 2 R”(Y”c-’ C R”‘). 
But center R”’ ---- C. For if k is in the center of R”, then k& C C, implying 
k E C, since ht NI 1;. 2 and C is integrally closed. Then R”’ is a finite module 
over its noetherian center C, providing a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
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